To Commercial Cluster colleagues and relevant kitchen operators

**NO OPEN FLAME COOKING/DEEP FRYING ACTIVITIES WITHOUT THE PROTECTION OF THE KITCHEN FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEM**

With immediate effect, the AES Fire Safety Unit (AES FSU) will be strictly enforcing SCDF’s requirement on no open flame cooking/deep frying activities without the protection of the kitchen fire suppression system.

2 AES FSU encourages all operators who engage in such cooking activities to have standing agreements/contracts with the relevant kitchen fire suppression system companies to ensure timely recharging of such fire suppression systems so that any business disruption can be minimised.

3 AES FSU also encourages the relevant kitchen operators to be more vigilant and responsible for the regular maintenance and accidental activation of such fire suppression systems through careless or negligent acts so that business operations are not unduly affected.

4 For clarifications on this requirement, please contact the AES FSU at 65412535 or at fire.safety@changiairport.com.
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